Email Alerts and RSS Feeds – Wiley Online Library Journals

Database alerting services allow you to select information of interest and then be notified regularly, via email or RSS feeds, of new information available. The tables of contents of specific journals, magazines, and newspapers, the output of search queries, and specific article citations can all be pushed to your email inbox or to an RSS reader. These services make it easier to stay on top of developments in your field of interest.

Wiley Online Library Journals offers Seneca College students, faculty, and staff these types of alerts:

- Journal Alerts
- Search Alerts

Users must register with Wiley to take advantage of this alerting service:
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Journal Alerts

1. Sign in to Wiley.

2. Navigate to a publication title from the homepage:

Please note: Full text is not available for all content and, unfortunately, there is no way to limit a search to our subscribed content only. When you run a search, only those results with an open padlock next to them are content to which we subscribe:
3. Click on the publication name and from its details screen, click either “Get New Content Alerts” or “Get RSS feed”:

![Image of Wiley Online Library with Get New Content Alerts highlighted]

4. When you are signed in and you click “Get New Content Alerts” for the title, it simply changes to “Alert Added to My Profile”. You will be notified about new issues of this title at the e-mail address you specified when you signed up with Wiley:
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5. When you are signed in and you click “Get RSS feed”, what displays will depend on the browser you are using. However, select your preferred feed reader from the drop-down list and follow the prompts to have new content from this journal fed to it:
Search Alerts

1. Sign in to Wiley.

2. Conduct a search:

Please note: Full text is not available for all content and, unfortunately, there is no way to limit a search to our subscribed content only. When you run a search, only those results with an open padlock next to them are content to which we subscribe:
3. Click “Save Search” and your screen will change to this:
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4. Click “Activate search alert” and when it simply changes to “Remove search alert”, the alert is set:
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You will be notified at the e-mail address you specified when you signed up with Wiley when new content that fits your search criteria is added to the database.

It is not possible to create RSS feeds for searches as you did for Journal Alerts in the previous section.